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Roll Tracking System


Supplier performance data 
Reduced paperwork 
Better reporting 
Reduced waste 
Return on investment 
Increased profit 
Accurate stock inventory

The Prima Roll Tracking System is a sophisticated suite of modules designed to
manage your paper stock from the time paper is ordered until newspapers leave
your site.
It gives the Production Director the tools he needs to assess paper stocks and the
quality provided by his suppliers, and it gives the accounts department the figures
they need for their reports.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
We appreciate that when looking at a system such as the RTS, you must carefully
consider the payback. The RTS could offer you a return on investment in the
following areas:
Reduced Inventory – by knowing exactly the stock you have on site and typical
delivery times for new orders, the stock you hold can be reduced.
Supplier Performance – the RTS provides data on the calculated grammages and
the number of web breaks per supplier, per paper type. This is useful information
when negotiating the cost of next year’s paper.
Reduction in Waste – the first step to reducing waste is to know where it occurs
and to measure it. A typical site spending about $10 million a year on paper would
only have to reduce waste by approximately 0.5% to comfortably recover the cost
of the system in the first year.
Reduced Man-Hours – by using the portable bar code scanners, paperwork can
be virtually eliminated from the system’s operation, freeing up valuable time for
more profitable work.
Operational Efficiency – the RTS can be configured to send e-mail alerts to
anyone on the network as soon as the waste threshold is exceeded for any edition.
This focus on waste should inevitably lead to its reduction.
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SYSTEM

Print & Automation

Integration
Automation
Control
Integrate third-party equipment. Automate manual processes.
Control your production with a Harland Simon system.
Harland Simon can control and manage your
production throughout the entire process. For
more than twenty five years we have provided
solutions for the world’s most demanding
newspaper printers. If you’re buying new
equipment, our experience and technical
expertise mean we can work in partnership
with your choice of manufacturer to give
you state-of-the-art functionality built on an
industry-standard platform.

If you’re considering upgrading your site, we
can make your day-to-day production secure
by eliminating troublesome and unsupported
components. We can improve quality and
reduce costs with a range of enhancements
from pre-press right through to the mailroom.
We can provide the tools you need to analyse
production and diagnose faults quickly and
offer 24x7 support when you need it. We can
put you in control.
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